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AIIR
Armchair

Design by GamFratesi | Item code: 301001, 307001  | Weight 6 kg/14 lbs | Volume 0,25 m³/9 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material) seat cushion 0,59 m/0.64 yd, cushion 1,38 m/1.5 yd (plain fabric only)

Colors

135
salt

132
pepper

Collection: With its light and transparent design, AIIR by GamFratesi reinterprets the classic shell chair for 
contemporary living. DEDON’s first collection to incorporate injection-molded seating, AIIR is equally suited for use 
outdoors or in — and so lightweight it’s a breeze to move between the two.

Characteristics: Light, transparent, refined, contemporary, ergonomic, comfortable
Armchair: This indoor/outdoor armchair comes with tapered teak legs and optional seat and back cushions.
Material: The seat consists of injection-molded polypropylene. The legs are made of premium teak.
Maintenance: To clean the seat, use a soft cloth, warm water and a gentle cleanser, if needed. Clean teak with DEDON 
teak cleaner. To retain the golden-brown color of unweathered teak, we recommend applying DEDON teak oil at least 
once every six months.
Cushion maintenance: Every cushion is removable and all cushion covers are washable at 30 °C.
Options: Available with seat cushion and optional back cushion.

Please see fabric options fact sheet

Cushions

Seat cushion:

95300001 + fabric code

Optional back cushion:

95103002 + fabric code

56300001000

Additional items

Cover

Seat cushion:
B 43 T 44,5     H 3,5 cm 
W 17“ D 17½“ H 1½“
Optional back cushion:
B 46 T 40        H 14 cm
W 18" D 15¾" H 5½"
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AIIR
Armchair

Design by GamFratesi | Item code: 301002, 307002 | Weight 6,4 kg/15 lbs | Volume 0,25 m³/9 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): seat cushion 0,59 m/0.64 yd, cushion 1,38 m/1.5 yd (plain fabric only)

Collection: With its light and transparent design, AIIR by GamFratesi reinterprets the classic shell chair for 
contemporary living. DEDON’s first collection to incorporate injection-molded seating, AIIR is equally suited for use
outdoors or in — and so lightweight it’s a breeze to move between the two.

Characteristics: Light, transparent, refined, contemporary, ergonomic, comfortable
Armchair: This indoor/outdoor armchair comes with metal sled base and optional seat and back cushions.
Material:  The seat consists of injection-molded polypropylene. The legs are made of powder coated stainless steel.
Maintenance: Clean the powder coating with a soft cloth and warm water. Clean teak with DEDON teak cleaner.  
To retain the golden-brown color of unweathered teak, we recommend applying DEDON teak oil at least once every  
six months.
Cushion maintenance: Every cushion is removable and all cushion covers are washable at 30 °C.
Options: Available with seat cushion and optional back cushion.

CushionsColors

135
salt

132
pepper

Additional items

Cover

56300001000

Please see fabric options fact sheet

Seat cushion:

95300001 + fabric code

Optional back cushion:

95103002 + fabric code

Seat cushion:
B 43    T 44,5    H 3,5 cm 
W 17“ D 17½“ H 1½“ 
Optional back cushion:
B 46    T 40        H 14 cm
W 18" D 15¾" H 5½"
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AIIR
Dining table 100 × 100 (39¼" × 39¼")

Design by GamFratesi | Item code: 303079 | Weight 26,8 kg/60 lbs | Volume 0,75 m³/26 cu ft

Collection: With its light and transparent design, AIIR by GamFratesi reinterprets the classic shell chair for 
contemporary living. DEDON’s first collection to incorporate injection-molded seating, AIIR is equally suited for use 
outdoors or in — and so lightweight it’s a breeze to move between the two.

Characteristics: Light, refined, contemporary
Dining table: The 100 × 100 cm (39¼“ × 39¼“) dining table is refined and sturdy. For use both indoors and out, it 
 features a high  pressure laminate tabletop supported by teak legs that match with the collection‘s armchairs.
Frame: The legs are made of premium teak. The frame consists of aluminum with lipari powder coating and the 
 tabletops are HPL.
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water. Wash the bases with warm water in which natural 
soap flakes have been dissolved.
Options: Available in four sizes and three tabletop colors.

Tabletops

317
black pepper

306
HPL lipari 2.0

Additional items

Cover001
HPL white

2 + 2

cm
inch

100

75

100

56300079000
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AIIR
Dining table 100 × 160 (39¼" × 63")

Design by GamFratesi | Item code: 303071 | Weight 36,5 kg/81 lbs | Volume 1,2 m³/42 cu ft

Collection: With its light and transparent design, AIIR by GamFratesi reinterprets the classic shell chair for 
contemporary living. DEDON’s first collection to incorporate injection-molded seating, AIIR is equally suited for use 
outdoors or in — and so lightweight it’s a breeze to move between the two.

Characteristics: Light, refined, contemporary
Dining table: The 100 × 160 cm (39¼“ × 63“) dining table is refined and sturdy. For use both indoors and out, it  features 
a high pressure laminate tabletop supported by teak legs that match with the collection‘s armchairs.
Frame: The legs are made of premium teak. The frame consists of aluminum with lipari powder coating and the 
 tabletops are HPL.
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water. Wash the bases with warm water in which natural 
soap flakes have been dissolved.
Options: Available in four sizes and three tabletop colors.

Tabletops

317
black pepper

306
HPL lipari 2.0

Additional items

Cover001
HPL white

4 + 2

cm
inch

100

75

160
63

56300071000
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AIIR
Dining table 100 × 200 (39¼" × 78¾")

Design by GamFratesi | Item code: 303072 | Weight 45,8 kg/101 lbs | Volume 1,5 m³/53 cu ft

Collection: With its light and transparent design, AIIR by GamFratesi reinterprets the classic shell chair for 
contemporary living. DEDON’s first collection to incorporate injection-molded seating, AIIR is equally suited for use 
outdoors or in — and so lightweight it’s a breeze to move between the two.

Characteristics: Light, refined, contemporary
Dining table: The 100 × 200 cm (39¼“ × 78¾“) dining table is refined and sturdy. For use both indoors and out, it 
 features a high  pressure laminate tabletop supported by teak legs that match with the collection’s armchairs.
Frame: The legs are made of premium teak. The frame consists of aluminum with lipari powder coating and the 
 tabletops are HPL.
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water. Wash the bases with warm water in which natural 
soap flakes have been dissolved.
Options: Available in four sizes and three tabletop colors.

Tabletops

317
black pepper

306
HPL lipari 2.0

Additional items

Cover001
HPL white

4 + 2

cm
inch

100

75

200

56300072000
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AIIR
Dining table 100 × 250 (39¼" × 98½")

Design by GamFratesi | Item code: 303064 | Weight 58,2 kg/129 lbs | Volume 1,88 m³/66 cu ft

Collection: With its light and transparent design, AIIR by GamFratesi reinterprets the classic shell chair for 
contemporary living. DEDON’s first collection to incorporate injection-molded seating, AIIR is equally suited for use 
outdoors or in — and so lightweight it’s a breeze to move between the two.

Characteristics: Light, refined, contemporary
Dining table: The 100 × 250 cm (39¼“ × 98½“) dining table is refined and sturdy. For use both indoors and out, it 
 features a high  pressure laminate tabletop supported by teak legs that match with the collection’s armchairs.
Frame: The legs are made of premium teak. The frame consists of aluminum with lipari powder coating and the 
 tabletops are HPL.
Frame maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water. Wash the bases with warm water in which natural 
soap flakes have been dissolved.
Options: Available in four sizes and three tabletop colors.

Tabletops

317
black pepper

306
HPL lipari 2.0

Additional items

Cover001
HPL white

6 + 2

cm
inch

100

75

250

56300064000




